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THIS IS A WONDERFUL CROWD, I'M GLAD TO SEE COLUMBUS HAS SO MANY PEOPLE INTERESTED IN POLITICS. THE CIVIC ACTION PROGRAM IS AN IMPORTANT WAY FOR CANDIDATES TO MEET PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE COLUMBUS AREA, AND I'D LIKE TO THANK JIM CARTER FOR PUTTING THIS TOGETHER, AND KEEPING THE RAIN AWAY. I'D HEARD THAT NATIONWIDE WAS ON MY SIDE, BUT THIS IS MORE THAN I EXPECTED.

THE OTHER DAY AT TRUMAN HIGH SCHOOL IN KANSAS CITY, A STUDENT ASKED ME WHETHER HE SHOULD REGISTER AS A DEMOCRAT OR A REPUBLICAN. I ASKED HIM WHAT HE THOUGHT OF THE ARMS RACE. HE SAID HE DIDN'T HAVE TIME TO THINK ABOUT IT, AND THAT MADE ME THINK ABOUT WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE WE ARE.

WE ARE NOT A SELFISH, SELF-CENTERED PEOPLE, AMERICANS THINK OF MORE THAN JUST THEMSELVES, WE ARE A GENEROUS PEOPLE, AND NOT ONLY GENEROUS: WE'RE BOUND TOGETHER LIKE A FAMILY.

LIKE A FAMILY, WE OWE AN OBLIGATION TO EACH OTHER AND -- MOST IMPORTANTLY -- TO THE NEXT GENERATION.

THAT IS SOMETHING I LEARNED FROM MY OWN FAMILY.

MY FATHER CAME TO THIS COUNTRY THINKING THE STREETS WERE PAVED IN GOLD. HE DIDN'T FIND GOLD, BUT HE FOUND GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES, AND HE AND MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME THAT THERE IS NO GREATER GOOD -- NO FINER REWARD -- THAN TO BUILD A BETTER FUTURE FOR OUR CHILDREN.
I'M VERY GRATEFUL FOR THAT LEGACY, BUT I DON'T BELIEVE FOR A MINUTE THAT IT IS UNIQUE TO MY FAMILY.

FROM THE CHILDREN OF THE MAYFLOWER TO THE CHILDREN OF ELLIS ISLAND -- ALL OF US HAVE WORKED TO OPEN NEW DOORS OF OPPORTUNITY FOR OUR CHILDREN.

THE FACT THAT I STAND HERE TODAY -- THE CHILD OF AN IMMIGRANT -- IS PROOF THAT AMERICA'S DREAMS DO COME TRUE.

AND THE FACT THAT I STAND HERE TODAY AS THE FIRST WOMAN CANDIDATE FOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES IS PROOF THAT NEW DOORS ARE OPENING, OLD BARRIERS ARE COMING DOWN, AND AMERICA BELONGS TO US ALL.

BUT THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING OF WHAT WE ALL LEARNED AT HOME. THERE WERE MANY THINGS OUR FAMILIES TAUGHT US, AND SOME OF THOSE THINGS WOULD HELP US AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

NO FAMILY WOULD SADDLE ITS CHILDREN WITH A MOUNTAIN OF UNPAID BILLS AND I.O.U.'S, BUT THIS ADMINISTRATION -- WITH ITS 200 BILLION DOLLAR YEARLY -- IS DOING JUST THAT.

A DEFICIT ISN'T EASY TO UNDERSTAND; YOU CAN'T SEE IT, YOU CAN'T SMELL IT, YOU CAN'T TOUCH IT, BUT YOU CAN FEEL A DEFICIT, AND YOU'RE FEELING IT RIGHT NOW.
I just met with a family that has to live in the shadow of this federal deficit each day. They have children in school, a mortgage to pay and the usual expenses we all have, but this family is frightened that their father may lose his job if interest rates go up again, because of all that federal borrowing.

Many of you are also affected by this deficit. If you are a businessman or a farmer trying to buy new equipment, you feel the deficit.

If you are a young family trying to buy a new home, or parents trying to finance your children's education, then you know what happens to interest rates when the federal government is borrowing every dollar it can get its hands on.

But whatever we do, and however we live, we must ask ourselves this: How long can we continue a credit card recovery before the bill comes due?

You can't build a strong foundation on a pile of sand and you can't build a strong economy on a mountain of debt.

Fritz Mondale and I care too much about the American future to let this sea of red ink continue to rise.
WE WANT AN ECONOMY FREE FROM HIGH INTEREST RATES, WE WANT A SOCIETY WHERE NEW FAMILIES CAN AFFORD TO BUY HOMES, AND WE WANT A NATION WHERE PEOPLE CAN STAND UP AND SAY, "I WANT TO START MY OWN BUSINESS" -- AND THEN DO IT.

RONALD REAGAN WON'T TELL YOU HIS PLANS FOR THE DEFICIT; FRITZ MONDALE AND I WILL. IF THE DEFICIT CAUSES HIGH INTEREST RATES, THEN LET'S REDUCE IT; IF THE BUDGET MUST BE SQUEEZED, THEN LET'S DO IT AND DO IT FAIRLY. IF TAXES MUST GO UP, THEN LET'S RAISE THEM AND DO THAT FAIRLY TOO.

AND IF THIS ADMINISTRATION WON'T LEVEL WITH THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ABOUT WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE, THEN LET'S REPLACE IT WITH ONE THAT WILL.

AMERICA NEEDS AN ECONOMY THAT WORKS FOR ALL OF US, BECAUSE THE AMERICAN DREAM BELONGS TO EVERY CITIZEN. THAT'S WHY, TOGETHER, WE MUST BUILD AN ECONOMY WHERE NO GROUP OR INDUSTRY OR REGION IS LEFT BEHIND AND TOLD THAT THEIR DAY HAS PASSED.

THAT'S ESPECIALLY TRUE FOR OUR OLDER AMERICANS WHO'VE WORKED A LIFETIME AND ASK ONLY THAT THEIR SENIOR YEARS ARE ONES OF DIGNITY.
BUT THIS ADMINISTRATION CAN'T SEEM TO KEEP ITS HANDS OFF SOCIAL SECURITY. JUST A FEW DAYS AGO, THE PRESIDENT'S COUNSELOR ED MEESE AGAIN CRITICIZED THE SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM, SAYING IT ONCE WAS AN INSURANCE PROGRAM, BUT NOW IT'S SIMPLY A TAXATION AND BENEFITS PROGRAM,"

WELL, I THINK THAT THAT'S JUST PLAIN WRONG; SOCIAL SECURITY IS NOT JUST ANOTHER GOVERNMENT PROGRAM, IT IS A COMPACT BETWEEN THE GENERATIONS, AND IF THE ADMINISTRATION HAS PLANS TO TAMPER WITH THAT SYSTEM -- AND I FEAR THEY DO -- THEN THE TIME TO COME CLEAN, MR. MEESE, IS NOT IN JANUARY, 1985, BUT NOW.

JUST AS OUR PARENTS DID NOT BREAK FAITH WITH US, WE WILL NOT BREAK FAITH WITH THEM.

FOR ASSURING THEIR SECURITY IS PART OF BUILDING A BETTER FUTURE FOR ALL OF US,

BUILDING A BETTER FUTURE FOR OURSELVES AND OUR CHILDREN ALSO MEANS THAT WE MUST PRESERVE AND PROTECT OUR PRECIOUS EARTH ITSELF.
BUT WHEN IT COMES TO THE ENVIRONMENT, THIS ADMINISTRATION HASN'T PLAYED BY THE RULES, IT HAS TORN UP THE RULEBOOK AND THROWN IT AWAY.

MR. REAGAN SAYS THAT JAMES WATT AND ANNE BURFORD DID A GOOD JOB, HE LEASED ONE BILLION ACRES OF OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS RIGHTS AT FIRE SALE PRICES, SHE CLEANED UP ONLY A HANDFUL OF TOXIC SIGHTS THAT THREATEN OUR HEALTH EVERY DAY.

IF THAT'S MR. REAGAN'S IDEA OF DOING A GOOD JOB ON THE ENVIRONMENT, THEN IT'S TIME TO GIVE SOMEONE ELSE THE JOB OF PRESIDENT.

AND WHEN FRITZ MONDALE IS PRESIDENT, WE WILL STOP TAKING POLLUTERS TO LUNCH -- AND START TAKING THEM TO COURT.

WHEN FRITZ MONDALE IS PRESIDENT, WE WON'T JUST TALK ABOUT LAW AND ORDER -- WE'LL ENFORCE THE LAW AND CLEAN UP THE TOXIC DUMPS THAT THREATEN OUR HEALTH AND SAFETY.

* * * * * * * * * *

TACKLING THE DEFICITS, RESTORING FAIRNESS TO GOVERNMENT, PROTECTING OUR SENIOR CITIZENS, PRESERVING OUR NATURAL HERITAGE -- THESE ARE THE CHALLENGES WE FACE TOGETHER AND -- LIKE A FAMILY --
MUST MEET TOGETHER: AND THERE IS ONE OTHER THAT OVERSHADOWS THEM ALL:
IT IS TO BUILD A MORE ENDURING PEACE FOR OUR CHILDREN.

THE REAGAN RECORD IS PAINFULLY CLEAR, HE HAS OPPOSED
EVERY ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENT EVER NEGOTIATED; PERIOD, AND HE IS
THE FIRST PRESIDENT SINCE THE DAWN OF THE NUCLEAR AGE NOT TO ENTER
INTO AN ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENT.

WHILE WE'VE FUNNELLED BILLIONS OF DOLLARS INTO UNNECESSARY
NUCLEAR WEAPONS, WHILE OUR CONVENTIONAL STRENGTH HAS DECLINED,
TENSIONS WITH THE SOVIET UNION HAVE BEEN RAISED TO A FEVER PITCH,
WE'VE SENT TROOPS TO CENTRAL AMERICA AND TURNED OUR BACK ON NEGOTIA-
TIONS, AND OUR YOUNG MEN -- OVER 250 of them -- WERE SENT TO BEIRUT
ON A MISSION WITH NO PURPOSE; AND DIED FOR NO REASON,

A PRESIDENT MUST KNOW WHERE TO USE FORCE AND WHEN, BUT
HE MUST ALSO KNOW WHERE IT SHOULD NOT BE USED; LET'S SEND IN THE
DIPLOMATS BEFORE THE MARINES; LET'S TRY NEGOTIATION BEFORE CONFRON-
TATION, LET'S UNDERSTAND THE WORLD BEFORE WE ARM IT; AND LET'S
BE SURE THE NEXT TIME WE SEND OUR MEN INTO COMBAT WE HAVE A GOOD
REASON TO SEND THEM,
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AMERICANS BELIEVE IN STRENGTH AND MILITARY READINESS, WE HAVE NO ILLUSIONS ABOUT THE SOVIETS, BUT AMERICANS NOT ONLY WANT A PRESIDENT WHO WILL STAND UP TO THE SOVIETS, THEY WANT A PRESIDENT WHO ALSO WILL SIT DOWN WITH THEM AND NEGOTIATE AN END TO THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE.

AMERICANS DON'T WANT A PRESIDENT WHO WILL TURN THE HEAVENS INTO A NEW BATTLEGROUND, THEY WANT A PRESIDENT WHO WILL END THE ARMS RACE HERE ON EARTH.

* * * * * * * *

WITH ALL OF OUR DIFFERENCES AS AMERICANS, WE SHARE A COMMON DREAM: TO LEAVE OUR CHILDREN A BETTER AND A SAFER WORLD, TO OPEN DOORS FOR THEM JUST AS OUR PARENTS DID FOR US.

TOGETHER, WE CAN BUILD AN AMERICAN FUTURE WHERE OUR CHILDREN WILL BE FREE FROM THE BURDEN OF DEBT, AND OUR PARENTS WILL LIVE WITH DIGNITY.

TOGETHER, WE CAN BUILD AN AMERICAN FUTURE WHERE THE DOORS OF OPPORTUNITY WILL BE OPEN TO ALL -- NOT JUST THE PRIVILEGED FEW.

TOGETHER, WE CAN BUILD AN AMERICAN FUTURE WHERE OUR FAMILIES WILL BREATHE CLEAN AIR AND DRINK FROM UNPOLLUTED WATERS.
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Together, we can build an American future where women and men stand equal under the law.

And together, we can lift the shadow of fear as we step back from the nuclear brink.

In the next sixty days, every American will have to stop and ask which party offers all of us the most opportunity, the cleanest environment and the safest world. Walter Mondale and I have spelled out our plans in detail, why won’t the administration spell out their plans?

What are they trying to hide?

I challenge Ronald Reagan to tell us his plan to reduce the deficit, I challenge him to tell us his plan to end the nuclear arms race, but most of all, I challenge him to rise above politics and spell out his plan to make the American economy work for all of us once more,